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Last year, the Office of the Advocate for Children and Young People launched a website called Digital Lunchbreak. Children and 
young people can learn, create and discover through digital workshops, learning materials, virtual excursions and more. Visit the 
Digital Lunchbreak website by clicking here www.digitallunchbreak.nsw.gov.au 
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http://www.digitallunchbreak.nsw.gov.au/


Stage 2

Literacy Activities
Term 4 – Week 1



Expectations

☺ Do one activity each day.

☺ If you get stuck, send your teacher a message on Google Classroom. 

☺ You can add extra slides to do your answers, otherwise you can do your 
work in a Google doc or workbook at home. 

☺ Submit your work on Google Classroom. 

☺ Do the best you can! ☺



TED Ed 
Why are there so many types of apples?

Learning Intention: To use comprehension strategies to build meaning. 

What to do?
• Read the questions on the next slide first. 
• Watch the video. Take notes if it helps. 

Your task:
• Answer the questions on the next slide. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQePz62zkqA


TED Ed
Why are there so many types of apples?
Learning Intention: To use comprehension strategies to build meaning. 
 How many apple varieties are there?

Why do breeders create different types of apples?

What are some things that breeders need to consider when growing apples?

What is cross-pollination and why do breeders use it?

How long does it take for the new apple tree to produce fruit?

What are some of the traits in the apples that the breeders test for?



RESEARCH TASK 
Research countries beginning with the letter A - Z. Write the countries below. 

A N

B O

C P

D Q

E R

F S

G T

H U

I V

J W

K X

L Y

M Z



VOCABULARY - Parts of the body
Fill in the missing blanks with the correct words from the box below. 

larynx dentine sinuses aorta cranium capillaries

phlegm ulna heart intestine iris sinew

1. The are blood vessels that connect veins to arteries. 

2. Cavities in your nose are called 

3. The bony material beneath the outer covering of teeth is 

4.                                     is the largest artery in your body.

5. Your vocal chords are situated in your 

6. The  is the bony part that covers your brain. 

1. The is the circular coloured part of the eye around the pupil. 

2. A tendon is also known as a 

3. Adrenalin is a hormone that can speed up your

4. Thick mucus of the throat is called

5. The is the longer of the two bones in your forearm. 

6. The colon is also called the large 

Double click on the pink text boxes to type your answer. 

You may need to research the meanings of the vocabulary words to help you answer the questions.



WRITING TASK 
Writing instructions

Learning Intention: To write a set of well-sequenced and clear instructions.

What to do:
● Look at the picture.

● Write some instructions to explain how to draw the picture on the next 
slide. 

● Read your instructions to a family member who hasn’t seen the picture. 

● On a piece of paper, the family member attempts to draw the picture by 
listening only to your written instructions. They must not have seen the 
picture. 

● Compare the family member’s picture and the original. 

● Dojo points will be given if you include photos of the drawings in your 
slides. 



WRITING TASK 
Writing Instructions

Write your instructions here:



Maths
Stage 2 - Term 4, Week 1



Maths Instructions
1. Watch the instructional video before beginning the tasks. You 

may need to watch this more than once.
2. Complete as many activities each day as you can - activities 

should be completed on paper or in a book. Please draw any 
tables or diagrams that you need to complete these activities. 

3. To make answering easier, please type into the pink text boxes. 



Practise your multiplication tables

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZAqhF_2vvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3PojOwjHcc&t=3s


PLEASE NOTE
If it is easier for you to complete 

this work in a book, then please do 
so and send a photo to your teacher 
or submit on Google Classroom if 

you know how. 
Otherwise - Click on the pink text 

boxes on the activity slides to enter 
your answer.



Monday
Lesson 1



Ignition Activity 1 – choose your level 



2D Space
Instructional Video Links - Click the links below to access the videos

2D Space Unit 12D Space Unit 2

https://schoolsnsw.sharepoint.com/sites/DistanceEdResources2/Final%20documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx?FolderCTID=0x012000FC7392CDE7E4144FB0737936165EA4F6&id=%2Fsites%2FDistanceEdResources2%2FFinal%20documents%2FStage%202%2FMathematics%2F2D%20Space%20%2D%20Year%203%20%2D%20Unit%202%2F2D%20Space%2DUnit%202%2DYear%203%2Emp4&parent=%2Fsites%2FDistanceEdResources2%2FFinal%20documents%2FStage%202%2FMathematics%2F2D%20Space%20%2D%20Year%203%20%2D%20Unit%202


Glossary 



Type your 

answers in the 

pink text boxes        

Regular and Irregular Shapes



Drag the circles 

over irregular or 

regular.        



You can draw 

these in a 

workbook and 

send them to 

your teacher.        



Drag the circles 

over the regular 

shapes in each 

box.        



Rigid Shapes



Type your 

answers in the 

pink text box.        



Type your 

answer in the 

pink text box.        



Type your 

answer in the 

pink text box.        



Type your 

answer on the 

next slide.     



My research on a building that uses triangles in its construction:

     



Tuesday
Lesson 2



Ignition Activity 2 

← Write your 

answers in  the 

the pink text 

boxes.

8



Symmetry in 2D Shapes





Drag the tick 

into the box 

next to the 

shape that has a 

line of 

symmetry.

Drag the circle 

over yes or no to 

say whether 

each shape has a 

line of 

symmetry. 

Explain your 

answer in the 

pink box.



Drag the circles 

over yes or no to 

say whether 

each shape has a 

line of 

symmetry. 

Explain your 

answer in the 

pink box.





Take photo 

of the 

folded 

rectangle to 

show your 

teacher.



Write your 

answers in  the 

the pink text 

boxes.



      Write

Take a  

photo of the 

folded circle 

to show 

your 

teacher.







Wednesday
Lesson 3



Ignition Activity 3  

 12

Write your 

answers in  the 

the pink text 

boxes.



Symmetry in the Environment 



Drag the circles 

over some 

examples of 

symmetry.







Drag the lines  

to show lines of 

symmetry on 

the flags.



Drag the lines  

to show lines of 

symmetry on 

the flags.





Thursday
Lesson 4



Ignition Activity 4  





Draw these in a 

workbook to 

send to your 

teacher if that is 

easier.



Drag the circles 

over yes or no to 

say whether 

each shape has a 

line of 

symmetry. 

Type the 

number of lines 

of symmetry in 

the box below 

each shape.



Drag the circles 

over the objects 

that have NO 

lines of 

symmetry. 

Drag the lines 

over the objects 

to show lines of 

symmetry. 



Friday
Lesson 5



Personal Passion Project
Week 1 Term 4

Personal Passion Project       Week 1 Term 4



This week you will choose your own topic of interest. It 
can be anything that you would love to find out more 
about and present to your teacher and classmates.

It may include:
● Your favourite animal or a unique species you know very little about.
● A scientific phenomenon like weather, experiments, gravity etc.
● An environmental topic, like natural disasters, rainforests or 

pollution.
● Something to do with your favourite sport, food, colour, hobbie or 

famous person. 
CLICK HERE and HERE to watch some videos of personal passion 
projects.

IT CAN BE ANYTHING YOU LIKE!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JF5RFpfJl6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKdznRBv-Rg


MONDAY



Monday
Decide on your topic. On 
the following slide make 
a colourful collage of 
pictures that represent 
this topic.

For example, if my topic 
was ‘OCEANS’, my 
collage might look like 
this:





Define your topic
What are the key words of the topic you are presenting? 
Define these key terms:

Now brainstorm all the words you think might relate to 
your topic in a concept map on the following slide. For 
example, my concept map on oceans might look like this:



My Concept Map



TUESDAY



What do you want to know?

What about your topic of interest do you want to find out more about?

Come up with 3 great questions that you can find out. For example, one of my questions for my ocean 
passion project might be: ‘How many different species of fish live in Australian oceans?’

Make sure your questions are asking you to find out what you don’t know already.

Questions:

1.

2. 

3.



WEDNESDAY



Research Time!
Do some research 
and answer your 3 
questions in as much 
detail as you can. 
You might like to 
include pictures and 
diagrams that help 
explain your answers.



Question 1: Research and Answer



Question 2: Research and Answer



Question 3: Research and Answer



THURSDAY



Let’s Experiment!

Find an experiment you can do at home 
that links to your topic. Conduct the 
experiment and show photos or a video 
of what happened. Write about what you 
discovered from doing this experiment.

For example, because my passion project 
is on ‘Oceans’, I might chose to do an 
experiment on how oil spills and 
pollution impacts marine life.

I would find an experiment and 
demonstrate what I learnt from 
conducting my experiment.



My Experiment



FRIDAY



Today you are able to choose from the 
Friday Fun Bingo Grid!

You can choose from any of the activities 
and do as many as you like!

Don’t forget to send through some photos 
of what you get up to.

Please try to have fun and choose things 
that make you happy!
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